DECISIONLENDER 4: OMNICHANNEL
DIRECT LENDING PLATFORM
Designed for branch and online lending, DecisionLender 4’s direct
lending product is a fully configurable omnichannel lending platform.
This module works for all direct loan types, including collateralized,
secured and personal. With its real-time connection to your
institution’s core system, it’s a cost-effective, efficient way to facilitate
a frictionless customer experience for borrowers both online and inbranch. This product empowers you to:
Streamline your branch lending workflow while integrating with a
variety of third-party systems
Instantly adjust page layouts, workflows, rules, and code changes
without IT resources
Modify programs, conditions, rules, and pricing based on emerging
market opportunities
Use auto-decisioning, cross-selling and counter-offers to increase
borrower satisfaction and reduce wait times

A cost-effective,
efficient loan
origination
plaform with a
real-time
connection to
your core
system,
facilitating a
frictionless
customer
experience.

Streamline document workflow and improve accuracy with
automated, pre-filled forms, documents and eSignature
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Automatically generate loan packages
Start loans, save progress and close loans from any location and
on any device

Dominate your
current market,
enter new
markets with
ease, and adapt
instantly to
changes.

Why you need it

Whether applying online or in-branch, borrowers can gain instant
decisions and easy, auto-filled applications when you integrate
DecisionLender 4 with your core system. The system’s singlesign-on feature, powerful rules engine, and automated approvals
reduce application decisioning time, enabling your institution to give
borrowers the fast “YES” they desire.
At a time when speed and accuracy matter more than ever, the
DecisionLender 4 Direct Lending Module is a critical, strategic asset
that will help expand your customer base and increase success in a
dynamic, ultra-competitive marketplace.
Are you ready to offer your members and customers the speed
and flexibility they’ve come to expect? Call TCI today!

Why TCI?

Founded in 1982, Teledata Communications, Inc (TCI) is the provider of DecisionLender 4, a complete
consumer loan origination platform (LOS). DecisionLender 4 is completely configurable, hosted in the
cloud, and supports branch, online lending, indirect auto and merchant lending, and deposit account
opening. The robust decisioning engine is the most versatile on the market, enabling manual or
automated workflows. With over 130+ different 3rd party integrations ranging from alternative data
sources, to fraud protection, to esignature and more, DecisionLender 4 truly empowers you to do
business YOUR WAY!

Request a demo today! TCICredit.com

ONE SYSTEM ONE SOLUTION

Consumer Loan Origination
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